
TOP 5 ONLINE IMAGE 
BACKGROUND REMOVER 

TOOLS



BACKGROUND REMOVER IN A NUTSHELL

A free background remover removes or cuts out any unwanted object or the whole background of an 
image. Photographers, online sellers, and e-commerce portals are the primary industries where a free 
online background remover is essential.

Many photo editing services providers offer to remove background from images free of charge. Among 
these providers, only a few can produce professional-quality results.

Highlighted below are the 5 of the best free background removal tools that can remove background from 
any image. 



1. AUTOREMOV

Autoremov is an innovative Artificial Intelligence technology used to remove background from images. The 
team behind Autoremov is an established photo post-processing company with experienced photo editors 
and retouchers.

Alternately, if you need results from professionals, Autoremov also offers manual background removal 
services where you can upload your photo/s and let our professional editors edit your images manually. 
Clients will enjoy a fast turnaround time with this service, as fast as 24 hours.

You can use the Autoremov image background remover tool for free.

https://www.autoremov.com/


2. REMOVE.BG

Remove.bg effectively creates transparent backgrounds for images so that they will be easier to edit for 
other uses. The free version allows you to download 612 × 408 resolutions only.

It also offers a free trial for its service. Although it also uses AI technology, its subscription fees are higher 
compared to Removal.AI. For instance, the 40 images package costs $9.00, while the 75,000 images 
package is $5,450.



3. CLIPPINGMAGIC.COM

Clipping Magic is fully-automatic tool to remove photo backgrounds. It promises an effortless method of 
preparing images for further edits. This tool also includes a few functions like cropping and adjusting colors 
to create professional results. The pricing is a bit more expensive for this tool with the lowest package at 
$3.99 per month for only 15 credits or images.



4. INPIXIO.COM

InPixio is a good tool if you have photos that are for product catalog use. It is a practical method of 
removing backgrounds from images to be repurposed. While it seems easy to use, it can be a little 
challenging to navigate through the tool as you need to concentrate on highlighting the areas that are 
required to be removed. The pricing for its services is not disclosed on the site, forcing those interested in 
contacting the company first. This could be pretty inconvenient since users would usually check the prices 
first to compare with other providers.



5. FOTOR.COM

The Fotor background remover is simple and straightforward. The background can be made into a 
transparent one instead of white. You can further experiment with how you want the photos to look using 
the photo editor. You may add stickers, effects, make collages or add text layers to your photos.

The Fotor photo editor is free to use online, but you need to subscribe if you want to unlock premium 
features. You can choose to be billed annually at $39.99 a year or $3.33 per month. A more flexible 
monthly billing is also available at $8.99.



Among the top free online background remover tools listed above, only Autoremov is 
able to provide a seamless experience in removing backgrounds. It is simple to use, 
and yet the results are always excellent. The use of AI technology ensures faster 
processing of images without too much effort coming from the user. This is very 
convenient for industries that are in need of thousands of high-quality images for a 
variety of applications. The competitive pricing is also great, especially because you 
really get to enjoy professional-quality photos every single time.

Click Here: https://www.autoremov.com/

https://www.autoremov.com/

